"Towards interweaving Japanese and Western theatres: Training and its application to performance"

The lecture/demonstration will concentrate on two directors whose methodology begins with a training method that encompasses the vocal and movement elements of Japanese classical theatre and is aimed at developing the performers’ expressivity and specific abilities. Following this preparatory stage, they proceed in the design and direction of new productions of Western classical plays while employing the aesthetics of Japanese classical theatre, but without attempting to create an impression or style of a specific genre of the Japanese classical theatre. The most influential figure in this respect in Japan was the avant-garde director SUZUKI Tadashi, who during the 1970s-'90s staged several Greek tragedies and Shakespearean plays. In preparation for these productions he used a training method (known as the Suzuki method) that he had developed with his avant-garde troupe, in which several elements from Japanese classical theatre were combined as a pattern and then trained as a repetitive practice. My own work during the last two decades has embodied a Western manifestation of the same path: training performers in various elements from Japanese classical theatre and then incorporating these in directing classical Western plays. In the training I employ only a very few components of the Suzuki method, with most of the components being completely different, comprising authentic traditional vocal and movement techniques. These techniques are also combined with an imagination-guided acting approach that enables the performers to accommodate the previously trained traditional performing elements within newly-created acting segments. In this lecture/demonstration I shall analyze the essence, similarities, and differences between these two training methods, and examine how the Japanese traditional elements in both methods featured afterwards in the performers’ acting in these productions.
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